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PG CBCS
M.SC. Semester- I Examin ation, 2023

MATHEMATTCS
PAPER: MTM 103

(ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS & SPECIAL FUNCTIONS)

Full Marks: 50 Time:2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicatc lull marks.
Candidates are required to give their ans\\'ers in their own words as lnr as practicable.

GROUP-A

1. Answer any reUB of the following questions: 2x4=8

a) Prove thatJ-rQ): (7)nJnQ) for integraln.
b) Define Green's function of the differential operator L of the non-homogeneous

differential equation: Lu(x) : f(x).
c) Show that t', P,(z)dz : {2:, } 1 ! *n.* the symbols I'rave usual meaning.

d) Find all the singularities of the following differential equation and then classifo

them:
(z - zz)w" + (1 - Sz)w' - 4w : O.

e) Define orthogonal functions associated with Strum-Liouville problem.

f) Prove that: F(-n;b,b; -z) : (1 + z)n where F(a; b,c; z) denotes the

hypergeometric function.

GROTIP-B

2. Answer any FOL]R of the following questions: 4x1:16

a) Show that l$(z) +z}ff=rlfi(z):1 and prove that for real z, lloQ)l ( 1, and

ll^Q)l < f, for all n > L'

b) Show that 1 * 3p1Q) * SpzQ) + 7\(z)+ ... + (2n + t)p^(z) = frle.*r{r) +

P"(z)1, where Pn(z) denotes the Legendre's Polynonrial of degree n.

c) Consider the boundary value problem #* ^r: 
0,0 < x < n subject to y(0) :

0,y'(rc) = 0. Find the eigen values and eigen functions of the problem.

d) Using Green's function method, solve the following differential equation y" - y =
x, subject to boundary conditions y(0) : /(1) : 0.

e.r.o.)
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e) Prove that f, P*(z)PnQ)d, = j;16^n, where 6-, and Pn(z) are the Kroneker

delta and Legendre's polynomial respectively.

Erf) Show that .l;l:Q) = !sinz - cosz.
\, 2

GROTIP-C

3. Answer any rc of the following questions: 2x8:16

a) (i) Find the general solution of the homogeneous system 9I =
/7 -1 6\ /xr\(-ro 4 -1.zl,r=lrrl.
\-z 1 -1 / \r,)
(ii) Show that nPn(z) = zP,iQ) - Pi,-r(r), where P,,(z) denotes the Legendre's

Polynomial of degree n. 6+2

b) (i) Derive the Rodrigue's formula for Legendre's polynomial

(ii) Show that (n * L)Pn*.(z) * nPn-r(z) = (2n * 1.)zP"(Z).

4+4

c) (i) Prove that if f (z) is continuous and has continuous derivatives in [-1, 1] then

f (z) has unique Legendre's series expansion is given by f (r) = Xff=o CnPr(z)

where P,.'s are Legendre Polynomials C, ='+ trf Q)enQ),n : 1,2,3, ...

(ii) Prove that*lloQ)l = -JJz).

(2)

6+2

d) (i) Find the general solution of the ODE Zzw"(z) + (1+ z)w'(z) -kw =0.
(where k is a real constant) in series forn.r for which values of k is there a

polynomial solution?

(ii) Deduce the integral formula for hypergeometric function.

[Internal Assessment- 10 Marks]
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